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Has your self-help become self-criticism? "overtolerance" and "foolish compassion" in
relationships; If you value Brene Brown's and Liz Gilbert's authenticity and Marianne Williamson's
strong spirit, you'll adore how Danielle lays bare "boundaries for spiritual people"; and spiritual
glamour. Like a wise girlfriend you can totally relate to, Danielle cheerleads you to possess your
wisdom and self-worth by having a good laugh (and perhaps a good cry) at the ways you've
been trying to improve on your own self-improvement. the "discipleshit" that occurs when we
give our power aside; a "soul-perspective" on suffering; A wise and frequently hilarious
exploration of the conflicts between spiritual aspiration and the compulsion to improve from
Oprah SuperSoul 100 member Danielle LaPorte. sneaky self-loathing; Rooted in compassion,
feminism, and spiritual activism, White Hot Truth can be an intimate and (hilariously) relatable
account of self-help tales eliminated wrong - and very correct. And in her poetic and brazen
method, she brings it home with the most popular truth of all: You are your personal guru.
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Five Stars great insights in this reserve- got from library first & I've read it many times and here
are my thoughts:Definitely an advisable read for any Danielle enthusiast, or someone burnt out
on "New Age" and feeling like they are doing the "ideal" things spiritually but not obtaining
anywhere meaningful.Take note: I originally listened to the audio edition of this reserve and the
relational quality of listening to the author read the book, brings it right into a conversational
realm in particular in a way that makes me personally overlook some of the aspects that could
be more "four star" on the net. Radical self-acceptance. Loving it This book is full of great
nuggets of info and truths. LOVED! or b) was explicitly feminist and, state, explored goddess
narratives. I have to admit, the initial few chapters have exposed the most honest response in
my own emotional a reaction to how I looked at my spiritual route. The writing design is very
engaging &. I believe the book will be better if it either a) was created with all genders at
heart; I really like what she acquired to say about this is of suffering and how to deal with it
when it arises. I'm taken back again by my own position in reference to her honesty disposition.
and I am so grateful. That is a craze that I see - a lot of spiritual books developing, written by
white ladies, that don't seem to acknowledge that those ladies are composing from a position
of privilege. For me personally, sadly, this taints the message of what's in any other case a well
thought-out and helpful book.So on the one hand, We liked this book - I'm going through a
significant transformation in my life, and a lot of Danielle says are issues that I can relate to. On
the other hand, I like to find when an author owns their target audience and desire Danielle
had expressed even more insight into whom she was specifically writing FOR. She's carried out
some populations a disservice by ignoring them in this reserve. Get grounded and start any
journey within If in your individual development journey you are on a quest for absolute truths,
100% black or white answers, or rapid fixes, you will see yourself stumbling, starving for much
deeper knowledge, and in need for a growing number of support. It is the integration of
spirituality and materialism, the reconciliation between soul and life, the gentle and wise merge
of experience and study that may prove your best ally in lifestyle. Never leave the entire
control in the hands of others, which is fairly common sense but seems to have been lost in the
plethora of self-proclaimed gurus of any type. Best recommendation: audio over printed book
to enjoy Danielle's soothing tone of voice. What I really loved was her tiptoeing on terms within
an elegant and exquisite way.. humorous. I love how White Hot Truth digs in to the obsession
we may have with "improving" our lives and even requires a hard appear at the way the
spiritual/self-help/empowerment industry drives and exploits that tendency many women (in
particular) need to feel they are able to do better, be better, progress, etc. Many of the
communications made me nod my head in total agreement in addition to laugh out loud. I did
find some inconsistencies in what she opts to reject (crystals, mudras, mantras) and what she
seems to accept without issue (soul contracts and the universe as some type of cosmic order-
fulfillment/dispensary program) and in the last two chapters she presents "as truth" something
that I've evaluated at duration and do not find as truth at all (the theory that our souls
possess all chosen our life "lessons" in advance and are learning something we've specifically
come to understand. Danielle’s tone of voice is so calming.But, that is the deal. Danielle doesn't
believe you should accept her truth as The Truth. That is kind of contrary to her whole focus.
She wants you to perform wildly into the arms of YOUR Truth and to stop trying to do it "right"
or someone else's way. I really like how she is in a position to gently mock so many new age
encounters/axioms from within that community, from having been generally there and carried
out that, little wisecracks about how exactly she is drinking her wheatgrass smoothie or lemon
drinking water. The "been there" and there's some crap combined in, quality, really makes White



Popular Truth a liberating read (or listen). The main message of the reserve is that just YOU
can look inside yourself and "become your own guru", become familiar with yourself and what
you're all about. White Popular Truth is awesome. It really is funny, relatable, honest, no non-
sense, inspiring, and helpful. Five Stars Arrived on time and as described A+ Good Haven’t
read everything yet but I really like it so far Must read! I think it's amazing raw and very honest
. She uses her personal extensive life encounters with religious beliefs and spirituality to support
her argument, which is super useful and lends her credence. LOVED! This notion, for me,
completely breaks down with almost any logical evaluation). I loved every page I purchased
this book, and it sat about my night are a symbol of some time. It wasn't till lately that I finally
picked it up and literally had a difficult time putting it down. I got to produce a point of them
costing only reading short sections at the same time because I needed it to last longer. I loved
every page. The honesty, truth, rawness, humor, and wit of the article writer kept me engaged
throughout the entirety of the reserve. The author definitely keep things genuine which I
loved..Danielle dissects the lies that permeate a lot of MODERN thought and encourages the
reader to appearance former these lies and more into themselves for answers. Five Stars Loved
this book. and I think that honest amazing blatant perspective has been one ofthe best factors
I've .. She mentions at one point the importance of including guys, but there are no guys
actually mentioned in the reserve - it's all bits of conversations with her girlfriends. I am on the
4th chapter, I've already laughed , currently sobbed, and I think that honest amazing blatant
perspective has been one ofthe very best things I've ever run into in the masses of spiritualism
that I have been so concerned of what things to start following, what the right idea of so many
I could say are sincere to getting aside of the collective of my very own beliefs is the best to
continue with following. I also believe that certain communications in the publication are really
only available towards people with a certain amount of privilege, and I desire Danielle had
expressed even more cognizance of this. I definitely recommend!. As someone who has worked
with low-income clients as a caseworker, I could see how the ideas about "not really letting
your bills reach you" or "remaining positive" don't apply to somebody who experiences
constant life stress and oppression. LOVED!I do, however, have several problems with the
publication. I cannot wait for the opportunity to listen more, and also to be familiar with the
paradigm change where I have been so influenced that I'm posti g this now. I don't know that
any single person will need this as another. But I've never felt therefore emotional, so grateful,
and so inspired that I really was worried when I was in dire require of how to term my review,
that Personally i think so prompted to create now. I think that I have to recommend this to
everyone. If you're reading this, then you have to read, Listen, just.. Given her entire production,
Desire Map makes you soar and obtain deeply in touch with your feelings, Fire Starters is
definitely for introspection and interpersonal entertainment, the White Sizzling hot Truth is to
obtain centered in case you are overwhelmed and dependent on cheap spiritual solutions.
Actually enjoying it so far. I possibly could totally relate. First off, while it is clearly written to
appeal to women, Danielle doesn't just come out and actually say it, which I wish she would.
Liberating, insightful, and funny! A reasonably quick go through.A helpful publication - but
obviously for a particular audience We was given early access to this book as a member of its
"Launch Team". had to buy my own copy
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